Fame

Fame
TO BE WORKED THROUGH IN CONJUNCTION WITH VIDEO:
http://tinyurl.com/100KVAFamousVA

This is by far one my most favorite modules of the program...because it totally takes you to the next level.
It pushes you beyond your comfort zone and takes you to where the magic is.
There is a good chance you will procrastinate at this point - from fear, from pretending to be busy in
your business...who knows why. But chances are you will. That's okay - as long as you get over it and
continue.
There is a lot to take in this module. From the overall strategy right through to the actual mechanics of
recording a video then what do you do with it once it's done? So lets get cracking. Obviously make sure
you watch the video first so we can begin from the beginning. but ultimately there isn't really a
particularly order you need to take this in - its all relevant.
Firstly: recording tips. I mention many in the video, but here are some more consider (and others to
remember).

Video Tips
* The point of recording your video is to be famous in your niche NOT to everyone. So your smart
phone, handy cam or even web cam are okay for recording.
* Always record in landscape
* Always look into the lense
* Speak Loudly (but not screaming). Generally speaking, above a natural conversation volume.
Think busy market volume.
* Never script or memorise your video - speak from the heart as if you were explaining something
to a friend.
* Use your smart phone, webcam or a normal camera. no need for expensive technology.
*always use natural light if possible and have the light facing you NOT behind you.
*SMILE!!!!
* Try and stick to a couple of minuets unless your teaching something technical.
What is your video introduction going to be? How do you want to start your video (you may script
this part to make it easier to flow)? For example my intro is "Hey this is donna brown here, the
work from home queen - i hope you're doing well!"

Once you record your video, be sure to add in a flash intro of your logo flying in. You can get these
created (if you don't want to do it yourself) on places like fiverr for little cost.
Then simply upload to Youtube ready for sharing. We prefer Youtube over places such as vimeo as it
increases your seo better (given that google own youtube) and be sure to include appropiate title
description, tags, and links in the description for people to find you.
Once your video is there where are you going to share it.... here are some suggestions
* Facebook (groups, personal profile, pages)
* LinkedIn (groups, personal profile, pages)
* Twitter & other social media platforms
* Online Forums (if you're not a member of any, go and find a group of your target market and join)
* Email Newsletters
* Blogger, Tumbler and Other Blog Platforms
* Links in your email signature
* Live Networking Events (offer to email people your video series as an opt-in to your database)
Make a note below of all the places you are going to share your video. BUT here is the clincher - try if
you can to add the video to your website so you are sharing content that people need to view BACK
onto your site, rather than on a 3rd party such as Youtube. That way people may hang out and see what
else you are doing and possibly contact you.

List the place that YOUR target market hangs out that you can share the video.

Your email included an attachment to help you get ideas on what to talk about BUT don't forget
that you have a list of complaints, pains and bruises that are so unique to your customer that can
inspire you for topics as well! Go back and read your bruise notes if need be and list them below.

When you have a shit day - make sure you read all of the testimonials that you will list
below so you can squash the haters down down down!

